A Danny Boyle Film

Vikas Swarup
Q &A, a romance and drama filled book written
by Vikas Swarup, an Indian Diplomat, is the basis of the
story line of Slumdog Millionaire. The story is about
Ram Mohammad Thomas, who has been arrested for
answering twelve questions correctly on Who Will Win
A Billion? Because a poor orphan who has never read
a newspaper or gone to school cannot know the name of
the President of America, or the location of the
Pyramids, or the plays of Shakespeare. Unless he
has cheated.
Stunning a TV audience of millions, he draws on a store of street
wisdom and trivia to provide him with the essential keys, not only to the quiz
show, but to life itself.
Vikas Swarup did not set out to become an author, but after a series
of very fortunate events, his first novel, Q&A, was adapted into a blockbuster
and award-winning movie (Slumdog Millionaire). It has also been translated
into 43 languages. Now, he has released his second book, Six Suspects, which
he wanted to be “as different from Q&A as possible.” Inspired by a true-tolife murder case, the book focuses on six individuals suspected of killing a
minister’s son, who has been acquitted from charges of murdering a bartender
that refused to serve him a drink. The book is also being made into a movie. To
learn more visit:
http://www.vikasswarup.net/

Technical Specs Details
Runtime: 120 min
Sound Mix: SDDS, Dolby Digital, DTS
Color:Color
Aspect Ratio: 2.35 : 1

Lguages:
English, Hindi, French (opera)
Also Known As: Quisiera ser
millonario
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Dev Patel ... Jamal K. Malik
Saurabh Shukla ... Sergeant Srinivas
Anil Kapoor ... Prem Kapur
Rajendranath Zutshi ... Director (as Raj Zutshi)
Jeneva Talwar ... Vision Mixer
Freida Pinto ... Latika
Irrfan Khan ... Police Inspector
Azharuddin Mohammed Ismail ... Youngest Salim
Ayush Mahesh Khedekar ... Youngest Jamal
Mahesh Manjrekar ... Javed
Sanchita Choudhary ... Jamal’s Mother
Himanshu Tyagi ... Mr Nanda
Sharib Hashmi ... Prakash

Soundtracks

(not

all songs can be found on cd sondtracks)

“O... Saya”
“Riots”
“Mausam & Escape”
“Paper Planes”
“Paper Planes (DFA Remix)”
“Ringa Ringa”
“Liquid Dance”
“Latika’s Theme”
“Aaj Ki Raat”
“Millionaire”
“Gangsta Blues”
“Dreams on Fire”
“Jai Ho”
“Gluck: No.43 (AIR) (Orphée et Eurydice)”
“Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?”

questions on the game show
1) Who was the star in the 1973 hit film “Zanjeer”?
(A) Amitabh Bachchan
2) A picture of three lions is seen in the national emblem of India. What is
written underneath it?
(A) Truth alone triumphs
3) In depictions of God Rama, he is famously holding what in his right hand?
(D) A bow-and-arrow
4) The song “Darshan Do Ghanshyam” was written by which famous Indian
poet?
(A) Surdas
5) On the American $100 bill, there is a portrait of which American
statesman?
(C) Benjamin Franklin
6) Who invented the revolver?
(A) Samuel Colt
7) Cambridge Circus is in which U.K. city?
(D) London
8) Which cricketer has scored the most first-class centuries in history?
(D) Jack Hobbs

Soundtrack Cover

9) In Alexander Dumas’ book The Three Musketeers, two of the musketeers
are called Athos and Porthos. What is the name of the third Musketeer?
(A) Aramis

